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CAREC: A Broad Agenda 

CAREC Integrated Trade Facilitation Program goals: 
 Reduce transaction costs and time by 

 improving administrative efficiency 
 simplifying, standardizing, and harmonizing 

trade procedures. 
 Encourage the free movement of people and 

goods.  
 Increase the transparency of trade regulations and 

procedures.  
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Presentation Notes
Code for reducing corruption…



CAREC Integrated Trade Facilitation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More recently, a strategic framework for CAREC, CAREC 2020, has set forth two distinct, yet complementary, strategic objectives: trade expansion and improving competitiveness. Trade facilitation works to minimize barriers to trade and constraints on competition. CPMM helps to identify both physical barriers and procedural constraints to trade and competition. CPMM findings can provide justification for ADB interventions: an example is the Regional Improvement of Border Services project which we hope to have ready for Board presentation shortly.



Transport and Trade Facilitation 
Strategy: Midterm Review 

Focus on Integrated Trade Facilitation: 
 Achieve CAREC 2020 objectives: 

 trade expansion 
 improving competitiveness. 

 Promote/Expand public-private dialogue.  
 Improve interagency and cross-border 

collaboration.  
 Institutionalize regionalism 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Implementation Progress and Prospects of Sector Plan and Priorities Presentation on sector status and priorities  Discussion on next steps



Customs as Trade Facilitator? 

Customs Cooperation Committee priority areas: 
i. simplification and harmonization of customs 

procedures and documentation;  
ii. information and communication technology for 

customs modernization and data exchange;  
iii. risk management and post-entry audit; 
iv. joint customs control; and  
v. regional transit development.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Customs a key part of the solution, but need to become more of a team player. The CCC will transform from being a Customs-only club to a forum for dialogue with other stakeholders. More transparency will make the job of Customs as a regulator of trade much easier.



Accession to the Revised Kyoto 
Convention has been one of the 
cornerstones of CAREC Customs 
Cooperation/Trade Facilitation 

What has been done… 

Customs cooperation: reform and modernization 
 Amended Customs codes 
 Joint customs control 
 Time Release Studies (with WCO and ADB support) 
 Capacity building 
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Corridor-Based Approach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Apologies for the resolution, but I hope that this can give you a good sense of the scope and coverage – if not physical condition – of the six CAREC corridors. The four border crossing points to be renovated in RIBS are situated on thee of the six corridors. Lest you think that this configuration is set in stone, I want to point out that the CAREC Transport and Trade Facilitation Strategy is being subjected to a midterm review, which could propose some corridor realignment based in part on CPMM inputs. In addition to measuring freight movements along CAREC corridors, CPMM also captures data for competing routes. If sufficient justification is presented, there may be scope for corridor realignment/redefinition.



What has been done… 

Integrated trade facilitation 
 CAREC Federation of Carrier and Forwarder 

Associations 
 Corridor Performance Measurement and 

Monitoring (CPMM) 
 Trade Logistics capacity building 
 Modernizing Sanitary and Phyto-sanitary Measures 



What is CPMM? 
 Efficient corridors to reduce time and cost 
 Detailed measurement and monitoring 
 Identify bottlenecks 

CAREC Corridors and CPMM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CAREC Corridor Performance Measurement and Monitoring (CPMM) serves as a very useful tool in identifying these bottlenecks and trade impediments. It is a region-wide study assessing transport and trade efficiency in the CAREC countries, especially along the CAREC transport and trade corridors. These corridors link the region's key economic hubs and connect the landlocked CAREC countries to global markets. As these corridors were based on current traffic volume and prospect of economic and traffic growth, improvement in trade along these corridors would greatly affect the region-wide economy.  At the 11th CCC meeting, CCC members have started recognizing and acknowledging the increasing value provided by CPMM over the years. Based on past reports, CPMM clearly demonstrates that border crossing points are the bottlenecks and customs clearance is one of the activities that impedes the traffic in these areas. Given these results, it is clear that there is a need for administrative and procedural reforms to reduce clearance time and cost at borders. 



Increasing vs Impeding Trade 

 CAREC CPMM demonstrates clearly that: 
1) Border Crossing Points are THE bottleneck,  
2) Trade Logistics Services are inadequate, and 
3) Customs clearance is one of the principal 

causes of delays in completing border 
formalities....and extorting unofficial payments 



Increasing vs Impeding Trade 

A. Border Security / Control 
B. Customs (Single Window) 
C. Customs Clearance 
D. Health / Quarantine 
E. Phytosanitary 
F. Veterinary Inspection 
G. Visa/Immigration 
H. GAI/Traffic Inspection 
I. loading / Stop 
J. Transport Inspection 
K. Weight/Standard Inspection 
L. change of gauge 
M. Emergency Repair 
N. Escort / Convoy 
O. Loading / Unloading 
P. Road Toll 
Q. Waiting/ Queue 
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Border crossing duration, Road Transport, 2011 



Increasing vs Impeding Trade 
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Responding to the Challenge 

trade expansion and improving competitiveness = new 
strategic objectives for CAREC 
 

What needs to be done? 
 

minimize the time taken to clear vehicles and goods for border 
crossing by: 

•adopting best practice, 
•modernizing procedures, 
•operating border crossing points 24/7, and 
•eliminating bribery and corruption 

 

By working together with one another (and with other border 
management agencies), Customs services can become part of 
the solution rather than part of the problem 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the G20 summit in Seoul in November 2010, the WCO issued a statement calling upon Customs to recognize trade facilitation as one of its chief purposes.



Moving Forward…CAREC 2020 

CAREC Corridor development 
 Maximize the benefits of CAREC corridors 
 Continue monitoring corridor performance (CPMM 

and TRS)  
 Conduct more trade logistics management training 
 Strengthen ties with the private sector 
 Modernize and harmonize sanitary and 

phytosanitary measures 
 Facilitate the movement of people 
 Continue customs modernization training 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As noted earlier, CAREC 2020, has set forth two distinct, yet complementary, strategic objectives: trade expansion and improving competitiveness. Using a corridor-based approach is how CAREC proposes to achieve these objectives. They are in some respects laboratories in which new techniques and procedures can be tested. Efforts are underway at the same time to make CAREC Corridors magnets for increased economic activity.



Tangible Support 

Technical Assistance: 
 Aligning Customs Trade Facilitation Measures with Best 

Practices 
 Coordinated Border Management for Results 
 Promoting cooperation in Sanitary and Phyto-sanitary (SPS) 

Measures  
 Facilitation of Regional Transit Trade  
Investments: 
 Regional Improvement of Border Services 
 Regional Upgrade of SPS Measures for Trade  

CAREC Institute Collaboration: 
 Capacity-building to design and implement needed reforms  
 Knowledge products and services  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CCC: (i) RIBS implementation; (ii) outcomes from the workshops including (a) WCO RKC, (b) Study tour to Georgia, (c) TRS training; (iii) implementation of 3 new RETAs including (a) Aligning Customs Trade Facilitation Measures with Best Practices for $1.25 million; (a) Coordinated Border Management for Results  for $1.25 million; and (c) Facilitation of Regional Transit Trade for $1.5 million; (iv) outcome of the Panama meeting (9 of 10 heads of CAREC customs) CFCFA: (i) CPMM, include (a) 2012 Annual Report, and most recent quarterly Q3 2012 and maybe Q1 2013 reports, (b) outcome CPMM meeting in Almaty; (c) KPS on CPMM (?); (ii) CFCFA website; (iii) business networking forum in May (?); (iv) logistics training SPS: (i) KPS on “Modernizing SPS Measures to Facilitate trade”; (ii) implementation of the RETA on “Promoting cooperation in Sanitary and Phyto-sanitary (SPS) Measures”, $500K, reformulation, in preparation for the RUST ITF: (i) TTFS MTR (including update to MTPP); (ii) economic corridor study; (iii) preparation for the Beijing APTFF, emphasizing on SW development experience and interoperability, increasing public and private dialogue.; (iv) support of implementation of CBTA. 



Jeff Procak 
Regional Cooperation Specialist 

 
Public Management, Financial 

Sector and Regional Cooperation 
Division 

 
East Asia Department 

 
Tel: +632 632 5701 

Fax: +632 636 2494 
Email: jtprocak@adb.org 

Thank you 
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